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The FMA was formed to promote car related hobbies for the MOPAR enthusiast, and to unite and assist all Mopar clubs within the state of Florida.

Be sure and check out the FMA website at http://floridamoparassociation.com for upcoming events, club
contact info, show flyers, and the new, on line Sunhine State Mopar Car Show registration/payment page.

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
To all my Mopar Friends
Summer is here, and the car shows have come to a stop for the season. Thank goodness since it has just been
too hot for me. I have seen as high as 107.3 degrees in the shade off my back porch. You sweat just going out to
get the mail. For the Officers and Directors of the FMA it is still all hands-on deck in our attempt to provide our
Mopar friends the best show possible come November. As for the clubs of the FMA and SEMA it’s a good time to
get the flyers ready for your next show. Get them in so we can post them on the website, and add them to the
goodie bags for the Sunshine State Mopar Show and Swap Meet featuring Big Daddy Don Garlits.
So, go take out the cool cars for a hot summer night drive. See you soon!
Jim Marrone

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
IMPORTANT: To Association Club Reps: If you have moved, changed your phone number, have a newly
acquired or changed e-mail address, please contact the club Secretary Shari Bare at sharibare49@gmail.com
with updated info as soon as possible. It’s your responsibility to keep us up to date. Thanks.

KEEPING TIME IN THE OBSCURE WORLD OF THE STEERING CLOCK - By Stefan Lombard
As knick-knacks and oddities go, gadgets associated
with the automobile make a strong showing. In the
1930s, you could get a bumper-mounted pressure
cooker that ran off exhaust gas. Who could forget
Chrysler’s Highway Hi-Fi, a 1950s-under-dash record
player? And how ’bout Chevy’s 12-volt Remington
Auto-Home Roll electric razor? Shave while you drive!
The car clock seems downright practical by comparison.
But even this ubiquitous little gizmo has veered in
interesting directions in the years since the earliest
drivers first began hanging pocket watches in leather
holders from the dash. Enter the steering wheel clock.
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Traditionally, gauges relevant to the driving experience and function of the car were located front and center, while
the clock occupied a more central spot farther across the dash, its placement easily accessible to all passengers.
Initially, these featured manually wound “8-day” mechanical movements actuated by turning the bezel. Users could
wind them up on, say, Sunday before heading off to church, and not have to worry about them until the following
Sunday.
Steering wheel clocks, on the other hand, were aftermarket accessories fitted to—you guessed it—the steering
wheel hub. Unlike hand-wind movements, they featured automatic movements, also with an eight-day power
reserve, which utilized a rotor that spun with the motion of the wheel to wind the mechanism.

A red pointer on the crystal could be rotated to a specific place to measure elapsed driving time. For marginal
nighttime visibility, hands and dial markings were painted with radium. According to Exline, because Dodge
changed its horn ring design in 1955, the clock option was 1953–54 only, which makes the Dodgematic-branded
clocks the rarest of these rare oddities.
Unlike the MAAR, the Benrus units fit easily into existing steering wheels. Installation was as simple as removing
the center ornament with a quarter turn and then putting the clock in its place.
A second-generation “FA14” movement was introduced in 1957, which featured seven jewels and differed
functionally in the way you set the time. Rather than twisting the outside of the crystal as in years past, a central
push/twist button served the function. Gone was the red pointer for telling elapsed time.
Exline says that Benrus even developed display-back versions for salesmen. “They were never intended to be put
in a car. They would sit on the salesman’s desk, and he could flip it over, and you could see through the clear
glass backing the pendulum that operated everything.”
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Lee Exline / roadkillontheweb

By the end of the decade, steering wheel clocks were long gone, though not before MAAR movements also found
their way into some Chevrolets, Nashes, and even Volkswagens. Their relegation to the annals of history is due in
no small part to electricity and its convenient application to both timepieces and the tiny light that made them
visible at night. Which is handy.
Exline’s collection at present stands at about 10, but he’s been buying and selling steering wheel clocks for long
enough to know how to find them. “I’ve pulled them out of dealerships. I’ve found ’em at swap meets and in
antique shops, where owners don’t know what the hell they are. And, of course, eBay.” His website, too, literally
the lone beacon of steering wheel clock light in the vast recesses of the internet, steers them in his direction.
“When people go online to look them up after they’ve cleaned out their dead Aunt Edna’s closet, who do you think
they find?” he says. “The only guy on the damn internet who says anything about the damn things.”
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SOLD! ENTIRE RUN OF 1000-HP MOPAR 426 HELLEPHANT SUPERCHARGED HEMI CRATE
ENGINES SPOKEN FOR – Courtesy of Car & Driver
By Andrew Wendler, May 6, 2019
On Hemi Day—4/26—Chrysler opened the order book on its most impressive engine; two days later it was full.

FCA
Pricing was announced and order books were opened for Mopar's supercharged 1000-hp 426 Hemi V-8
crate engine, known as Hellephant, in late April.
At $29.99 per pony, Mopar said, more than 1000 people have already pledged to purchase one since its
introduction at the 2018 SEMA show.
Mopar celebrated event by sharing Hemi-themed content on the brand's social channels throughout the
day on April 26 (4/26), which Chrysler faithful know as Hemi Day.
UPDATE 5/6/19: You snooze, you lose. Just days after opening the books for preorders, the entire first run of
1000-hp 426-cubic inch Mopar Hellephant Supercharged Hemi crate engines is sold out. Word comes by way of
the ever vigilant Mopar enthusiasts and FCA watchdogs over at Allpar.com, who noticed several social media
posts indicating the crate Hemis were no longer available and reached out to FCA for confirmation. FCA gave
Allpar this official statement: "Given the high demand and the hand-built, time-intensive build process, we have
closed preordering for the 426 Hellephant. Based on preorders, the engine sold out in just two days. Customers
can visit www.cratehemi.com to receive future information and updates on the Hellephant engine." FCA offered no
official sales numbers, but given the Hellephant's hand-built nature, many figure the run was limited to
approximately 100 units. You can bet FCA is already doing the pencil work to make a case for another production
run.
Thank heaven the engineers who created the most famous version of Chrysler's legendary Hemi V-8 ran out of
displacement at 426 cubic inches. Had they had enough material to open up the bore or increase the stroke even
slightly, say to 432 or 433 cubic inches, the world would be denied the glory that is Hemi Day, held annually on
April 26 for obvious reasons. Of course, the easy workaround would be to punch or stroke it to the 500-plus-cubicinch mark, at which point they'd be required to move the celebration to the month of May to keep thing symbiotic.
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Although the mighty Hemi has appeared in a few different displacements over its lifetime, it's the 426 variety that
has made gearheads gasp for decades.

FCA
Known officially as the Mopar Hellephant 426 Supercharged Hemi Crate Engine, it carries part number (P/N)
P5160194 and wears a price tag of $29,995. That translates to the low, low price of $29.99 per pony, a price that
will be recognized as a relative bargain by anyone who has tried to conjure up that much reliable horsepower on
their own.

FCA
Chrysler says its Hellephant engine installation kit (P/N 77072500) will be a "plug and play" experience for the
seasoned engine installer; it's priced at $2265. Additional products designed to streamline the installation of the
Hellephant include the Front End Accessory Drive (FEAD) kit, an A/C Expansion kit, the Exhaust Manifold kit, a
Rear Sump Oil Pan kit, and a 45-degree oil filter. Prices for those weren't announced yet but will be ready to
preorder on FCA's Mopar product website. Complete ordering information for the Hellephant and its accessories
can be found at www.cratehemi.com.

ATTENTION ALL FMA CLUB REPS – Greg Warhol
You are asked to begin supplying a write up, along with images, of your shows for insertion into future
newsletters. This offers you a great opportunity to promote your club and functions to a rather large
audience. Please send your story text and images to me, and I will get your club promotions or show
images and stories inserted into our newsletter. gfwarhol@gmail.com
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A “PACKAGE” DEAL FOR STREET RACERS – By Randy Bolig
The 1969½ 440-6 Dodges and Plymouths Were Purpose-Built Legends
The years between 1962 to 1971 are considered by many to be the high watermark years for American muscle.
This was a time when the Beatles and Elvis were dominating the airwaves, and socially, the Vietnam War, civil
rights, and the space program was on everyone’s mind. Auto makers wanted a piece of that popular culture, and
vehicles delivered a unique flavor of creativity, rebellion, and enthusiasm.
Many discuss what year could be considered the best for performance cars, but in 1969 Chrysler engineers and
marketing guys released a car that would not only embody the era of rebellion and performance, it is still
considered the perfect example – The A12 Package cars.
The half-year release of Dodge’s Six Pack Super Bee and Plymouth’s Six-Barrel Road Runner marked an extreme
departure from the daily-driven autos released before this time. Although these two high-performance autos were
built for the street, they were very adept at winning at the track. But a high-performance persona was not always at
the forefront of sales.
A Humble Beginning
Introduced in 1968, the Plymouth Road Runner and Dodge
Super Bee were marketed as low-budget alternatives to the
more luxurious GTX and Coronet R/T. They were a
limited-frills approach to transportation. After an exhaustive
study done by the marketing team at Chrysler, a team led
by Joe Sturm determined the then-current new car market
needed something. It had to be affordable and offer
excellent street performance.
The earliest of the 1968 models were only available in
two-door pillared-coupe versions, but later in the model year
a hardtop model was offered. The interior was utilitarian at
best, and used a vinyl bench seat, and few options were
available — such as power steering and front disc brakes,
AM radio, air conditioning (except with the 426 Hemi), and an automatic transmission. A floor-mounted shifter (for
the four-speed) featured only a rubber boot and no console so a bench seat could be used.
Open the hood, and the standard engine was 383 cubic inches of
power that were fed by a four-barrel Carter carburetor. It also used
the cylinder heads and camshaft from the 440 Super Commando
and offered a .25 increase in compression ratio. That bumped it
from 10.25:1 to 10.5:1. These engines were rated at 335
horsepower at 5,200 rpm. With an extra $714, buyers could
upgrade to the 426 Hemi with two four-barrel Carter AFB
carburetors, which was rated at 425 horsepower at 5,000 rpm.
The 833 four-speed manual transmission was standard equipment,
and the 727 TorqueFlite automatic was optional. Early four-speedequipped 1968 Road Runners featured Inland shifters, which were
soon replaced by Hurst shifters during the course of the model year.
Plymouth expected to sell about 20,000 units in 1968, and to say the car was a hit with buyers is laughable. Actual
sales numbered around 45,000. While it did pass sales projections, it only placed the Road Runner third in sales
behind the Pontiac GTO and Chevy SS396 Chevelle. Dodge debuted the Super Bee as a mid-1968 offering, after
seeing Plymouth's success with the Road Runner. With the 383 engine and heavy-duty suspension pieces, the
base price of Road Runner was $2,896.00 while the Super Bee came in at $3,037.
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A Brute Of A Package
When the 1969 models debuted, Chrysler was finalizing something that would be the epitome of a muscle car: The
A12-optioned Road Runner and Super Bee. Since they were not technically offered for sale at the beginning of the
year, they are referred to as the ’69-1/2 cars. By adding the A12 option to an order, buyers effectively bought a
street-legal race car.
A pair of non-functional air scoops was added to the rear quarter-panels of the Super Bee, and the telltale Scat
Pack bumblebee stripe was wrapped around the rear. The marketing people at Dodge had come up with the
moniker “Six Pack”, which was emblazoned in red on the sides of the hood scoop. This became the standard
denotation for the cars – almost immediately – regardless of brand. On the Road Runner, a decal stating 440 6BBL was on the scoop.
The fiberglass lift-off hood with a “Super Stock” scoop was the first
visual clue about the model’s purpose. This hood did not utilize a
hood latch or hinges, and was painted in a textured semi-flat black
hue called Organosol. It was attached to the car via four hood pins.
The hood scoop had been developed through testing within Chrysler’s
Super Stock drag race program, and Chrysler engineers determined
that a lip at the lower edge of the scoop would block the turbulent air
found moving across on the hood’s surface. This “wall” would help air
flow into the engine bay. The hood was impractical for one person to
remove, but it allowed for quick and easy access to the engine when
removed and set on the roof. Vent tubes were added to the air cleaner
base to ensure drainage of water that could enter the scoop during inclement weather. The air cleaner was sealed
to the closed hood with a rubber gasket.
Under that race-spec hood was 390 horsepower 440 engine with a trio of
Holley carburetors. Early production saw the use of an aluminum Edelbrock intake,
but later in the year, Chrysler started casting its own cast-iron unit. Inside the RBblock was a forged-steel crankshaft, “Six Pack” connecting rods, and cast pistons to
create a 10.5:1 compression ratio. The 268/284-degree camshaft was the same
spec as the 375-horsepower 440, but the cam was Lubrited and featured low-taper
lobes, and new flat-faced lifters worked with the lobe design. Heavier valvesprings
and heavy-duty rocker arms were also put in place.
Holley designed four new carburetors for this program – two 250-cfm center units
without metering blocks (one for four-speed cars and one for the automatic), and
pair of 370 cfm units for the front and rear locations. This aspect was led by Garry
Congdon, the Holley account representative based at Chrysler’s Highland Park
office. While mechanical linkage was used on the center carburetor, engine vacuum
opened the outer two carburetors on-demand.
After thorough dyno testing at Highland Park, engine production was turned over to the Trenton, Michigan,
assembly plant. Although the company rated the engine at 390 horsepower, NHRA did its own research and
bumped that number up to a more realistic 410.
Whether the four-speed or optional 727 TorqueFlite automatic was chosen, the 9 ¾-inch Dana rear was installed.
It featured a Sure-Grip differential and 4.10 gears – no options, no changes, that was it! The rear suspension
featured an unequal parallel-leaf configuration, which was designed to counter the effect of engine torque trying to
twist the axle. This design combated pinion rise to keep the right rear tire from unloading. The two extra halfleaves on the passenger’s side acted only on the forward half of the spring to stiffen it like a bolt-on traction bar.
Stopping from high speed was almost futile, as no disc brakes were available. Instead, heavy-duty 11-inch drum
brakes were surrounded by 15-inch wheels and chunky G70-15 Goodyear Polyglas Red Streak tires. The new
G70-15 tires were wrapped around 15 x 6-inch steel wheel made by The Motor Wheel Company. These wheels
are stamped 15x6JJ and are highly sought after today.
In a letter from Tom Hoover, dated April 24, 1969, to NHRA Technical Director Farmer Dismuke, Mr. Hoover
stated, “We feel we should again explain the philosophy behind these cars. They are NOT race cars. They were
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designed for the youth enthusiast market. Their purpose is to help maintain the Roadrunner/Super Bee sales
momentum. The package exhibits good all-around performance – braking, handling, acceleration –at a reasonable
price with a lot of individual identity.” While we’re certain Mr. Hoover was being honest, The A12 package cars
were more than capable of holding their own against any other car in competition.
Interior options were limited, but both bucket seats and a bench seat were available. As one might imagine,
luxuries like air conditioning and cruise control were not available with the A12 option.
A12 cars were built at Lynch Road, following production orders released by D.R. Hobbs at Product Planning
Technical Services Fleet Engineering. These outlined what was required to create A12 package cars from the
existing Road Runner and Super Bee base platforms.
In a previous interview, Larry Shepard stated that drivability was the primary goal of the A12 program. In keeping
with the budget supercar theme, the new A12 440 engine/body package only added $462.80 more to the base
price of the Plymouth, and $468.80 for the Dodge.
“Up to this point, we had always given the magazines bone-stock cars, just washed them up and tuned them
before we sent them out. When the 1969 ½ package was announced, we decided to make a good impression
ourselves, and we prepped three of cars for media use. The first one went 11.90s through the mufflers on its
maiden test session, so we had to back them down to make them believable, and also ask that particular
magazine to not run their story,” Larry stated.
One of the test A12 Road Runners was sent to Sox & Martin’s facility in Burlington, North Carolina, to be tested for
Super Stock & Drag Illustrated magazine. While testing at Cecil County Dragway in Maryland, driver Ronnie Sox,
clocked a best of 13.09 seconds on one quarter-mile pass. With some “carburetor tweaks” from Chrysler engineer
John Bauman and the air cleaner removed, Sox made three consecutive 12.9 quarter-mile times at 111 m.p.h.
Since Ronnie Sox was a professional driver, Super Stock’s Ro McGonegal jumped behind the wheel and took the
stick car to a 13.50 average over five runs – a 13.24 was his best.
Dodge handed a set of Super Bee keys to Car and Driver magazine writer Joe Whitlock, who headed into the
backwoods of North Carolina to find actual bootleggers to test the machine. As you can imagine, there was no
drag strip testing, but the car did a lot of sliding around corners on gravel roads, and reportedly, contributed to the
unfortunate demise of several chickens which had wandered onto the “test road.” Though tongue-in-cheek, this
“Six Pack Full of Shine” story remains a classic in automotive writing circles.
Advertising for this “street racer” was also started mid-year and was overshadowed by the new 1970 sales
brochures. While the ad material looked great visually, the ads were limited primarily to one-page insertions in the
three months leading up to the new-for-’70 releases.
Before the end of the 1969 model run, only 1,907 Super Bees and
1,432 Road Runners had left Detroit. Buyers wanted the cars, and
dealers were inundated with orders. However, the original plan
called for 500 to 1,000 cars to be built, and subsequently, only
enough of the specialty pieces were ordered and created for that
approximate number. Once the company realized the demand, it
was somewhat at the mercy of Edelbrock’s limited-manufacturing
capacity. This would lead to Chrysler itself producing cast-iron
440-6 manifolds for the 1970 and 1971 model years. Shepard states
that there would have been a lot more A12 vehicles sold had the
parts been available. The following year, the “Six Pack” 440 would
become an option on every performance model in the Plymouth
Rapid Transit and Dodge Scat Pack line-up.
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WIDEBODY BECOMES STANDARD FOR THE 2020 DODGE CHARGER SRT HELLCAT
By Patrick Rill on June 27, 2019
We have all known for some time now that FCA has been working on a widebody version of the modern Dodge
Charger and today, we finally have the details on the thicker Mopar super sedan. The most surprising detail is that
unlike the Challenger, the widebody package is not an option on the Hellcat Charger, as all supercharged sedans
built for the 2020 model year will be equipped with the wider body, wheels and tires.

In other words, the Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat Widebody is here, but the original Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat
with the standard body design has been discontinued, at least for 2020. However, the widebody package is an
option on the Charger R/T Scat Pack, so only the Hellcat Charger is without a narrow-bodied design for next
model year.
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“People say, ‘no one wants cars anymore.’ I would tell you that the 40,000 people who bought a Dodge Charger so
far this year, would probably agree, because to them, the Charger isn’t just a car. The Charger’s reach extends
beyond body-style practicalities and it can’t be defined by average industry shifts,” said Tim Kuniskis, Head of
Passenger Cars – Dodge, SRT, Chrysler and FIAT, FCA – North America. “Can you buy a vehicle that is dollar for
dollar more practical than a Charger Widebody? Absolutely, but there are also more than 1,000 flavors of ice
cream and vanilla is only one of them. If the ‘average’ person will own six cars in their lifetime, our cars need to
connect so strongly that people can’t help, but turn around and take a second look before walking away.”

Widebody Details
As mentioned above, the new Dodge Charger widebody package is standard on the SRT Hellcat and it is optional
on the R/T Scat Pack. This design adds front and rear wheel opening flares that are integrated into the redesigned
fascia’s, adding 3.5-inches of width to the overall stance.

Filling those deeper wheel openings are 20×11-inch rollers wrapped in 305/35/20 Pirelli PZero tires, with Brembo
6-piston calipers up front and 4-piston calipers out back. These are the standard brakes of the Hellcat cars, but
they are included as part of the widebody package for the Scat Pack.
Finally, in addition to the unique body bits, wheels and tires, the new widebody Charger Hellcat comes with
electronic power steering, front springs that are 32% stiffer, larger sway bars (32mm to 34mm up front, 19mm to
22mm out back) and retuned rear dampers with stiffer springs. The package also adds some gadgets from the
Challenger Demon, including Race Cooldown mode, Line Lock, Launch Control and Launch Assist.
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Oh, and no mention of a Redeye version of the Hellcat Charger just yet, so right now, it is still “only” 707
horsepower in the supercharged Dodge sedan, but we are keeping our hopes up for the future.

Performance Numbers
The 2020 Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat Widebody offers the same 707 horsepower and 650 lb-ft of torque as the
current super-sedan, but thanks to the thicker rubber and retuned suspension, this beast is quicker in the quarter
mile and better on the road course. Launching from a stop, the widebody Charger Hellcat gets to 60 miles per hour
in just 3.6 seconds while covering the quarter mile in just 10.96 seconds. It will also pull 0.96 G’s on a skidpad and
get stopped from 60 in just 107 feet.

When you put all of these performance improvements together, the widebody Hellcat Charger is 2.1-seconds
quicker around an unspecified 2.1-mile test track, beating the non-widebody Hellcat Charger by roughly 13 carlengths.
As for the widebody Scat Pack, the 485 horsepower V8 allows it to dash to 60 in 4.3 seconds while the quarter
mile takes 12.4 seconds and most impressively, the naturally aspirated widebody sedan pulls a stronger 0.98 G’s
on the skidpad while stopping from 60 in the same 107 feet as the Hellcat.
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Finally, the widebody Scat Pack on that aforementioned 2.1-mile road course was 1.3-seconds quicker than the
standard-width version, a lead of about 8 lengths.
We don’t have any pricing on the 2020 Dodge Charger yet, but we know that dealers will be able to begin ordering
the widebody Hellcat and Scat Pack later this year, with the first units expected to reach customers early in 2020.

Oh, and for those wondering, the 2020 Charger will be offered in the following exterior colors:
F8 Green - Frostbite (NEW) - Go Mango - Granite Crystal - Hellraisin (NEW) - IndiGo Blue - Octane Red - Pitch
Black - Sinamon Stick (NEW) – TorRed - Triple Nickel - White Knuckle.
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Patrick Rall was raised a Mopar boy, spending years racing a Dodge Mirada while working his way through
college. After spending a few years post-college in the tax accounting field, Patrick made the jump to the world of
journalism and his work has been published in magazines and websites around the world.

FORMER CHRYSLER CEO LEE IACOCC HAS Died AT AGE 94 - By Ken Martin - July 03, 2019

Auto industry titan Lee Iacocca has died. The legendary automotive executive who is credited with saving Chrysler
from bankruptcy in the 1980's.
In a career of more than 30 years, Iacocca helped launch some of Detroit’s best-selling and most significant
vehicles, including the minivan, the Chrysler K-cars, the Ford Mustang, and Escort. He also spoke out against
what he considered unfair trade practices by Japanese automakers.
Iacocca died in Bel Air, California. He was 94.
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Why Trust
Bay Area Insurance Shop?
Insurance is a personal service. Don’t trust an 800 number call
center or an internet site to find the right coverage for you
We shop multiple companies to find the best rate and best
coverage for you and your individual case

Case Study #1

Case Study #2

Classic Car
$35,000
Comparable coverage

Regular car
25 year old male
Comparable coverage

Quote #1:
Quote #2:
Quote #3:
Quote #4:
Quote #5:

Quote #1:
Quote #2:
Quote #3:
Quote #4:
Quote #5:
Quote #6:

$276
$370
$466
$561
$812

$695
$807
$849
$1248
$1343
$1458

Personal service is more than just price. We answer the phone.
We guide you through the process.
We want to earn your business – since 1996
We can do they same for your home, commercial, boat, RV, motorcycle
Time is valuable-Save yours-Let us shop for you!
Bay Area Insurance Shop

727-446-4416 michele@bshopinc.com
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The 1965 427 SOHC Ford at 7200 RPM on the Dyno in NASCAR trim.

COMPARING THE FORD SOHC 427 TO CHRYSLER’S 426 HEMI – By Society Staff
Funny. Both engines were built for the same reason, and perhaps not what you think.
Both were designed for NASCAR’s super speedways, the Ford SOHC in response to
the Hemi, and the Hemi in response to the Ford 427 high-riser wedge. One became
the ultimate street killer motor and the other only powered drag race funny cars and
rails – but both had huge influence on racing and performance.
History:
Back in 1963, Ford’s 427 wedge rose to speedway prominence when Henry’s boys
put together an all out program to dominate that venue. From a moderately successful
390 and 406 cu. in. high performance motor, the “side oiler” 427 became noted for
solid horsepower and reliability. As a result of the GM withdrawal from sanctioned
circle track racing, it left only the Mopars to challenge them and they did not meet the
test, with Ford winning the manufacturer's cup by taking home 23 victories in that year.
Things were different on the drag strip, where lighter weight, a slick auto transmission
and the 426 Wedge’s love for multiple carbs led them to dominance. As we’ve
documented in our Ramchargers Series, Dodge and Plymouths owned the S/S ranks
for that year. But the muscle car wars were yet to start and if you wanted the “win on
Sunday, sell on Monday” mantra to work, you had to win in NASCAR.
After the Superspeedway dust had settled in early ’63, Chrysler was looking for the
answer. Tom Hoover, chief engineer responsible for Chrysler’s drag racing success,
was asked if the B Series wedge could get it done. His answer was “no, but Hemi Heads are possible for that
block”. He was given the green light to develop those heads (and the block, which was also recast to allow
fitment). By late 1963 the Hemi was ready for testing and in full song, it broke a Chrysler dyno! Chrysler went on to
dominate the 1964 super speedway races, proving its value as a race engine.
Ford was stunned, and in response, they ginned up a new set of heads for their 427 – also
with hemispherical combustion chambers, but with the valves actuated by single over head
cams. Called “Ford’s 90 day wonder”, it was ready to go by late 1964. Where the Chrysler
Hemi made 550 HP, the SOHC made over 600 and it could rev!When Ford went to NASCAR
for approval, it was ruled that it was a “race only” engine not available to the public (not quite
true, but at $5-10K per engine in 1964 dollars, no average Joe was going to buy one). After
lots of back and forth in 1965, NASCAR told both manufacturers these engines would have
to be offered to the public as part of a street package to be eligible. Thus, Fords won 34
races before NASCAR adjusted the rules to allow the Chrysler Hemi to compete, but it was
too late in the '65 season for them to mount a championship challenge.

The Chrysler Block Cross bolts

Ford - who led with this idea,
used the same configuration
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However, since Chrysler’s design was more or less an adaption to their performance wedge,
they knew they could comply and the Street Hemi was born in 1966. Ford, on the other hand,
realized that the production cost of the SOHC would never allow it to be offered as an affordable
package, so they folded. Now don’t cry tears for Ford, because they were able to squeeze
enough HP out of the high rise wedge to keep it competitive on short track and even some
speedways to satisfy management. That high rise 427 engine was available to the public in
Ford large cars – and believe me it was no slouch.
In 1966, even with Ford withdrawing even the wedge in protest, they still won the
manufacturer's title. Ford privateers won, because even though Plymouth had 31
wins and Dodge had 18; both were considered different manufacturers, a rule that
wassoon hanged. Ford had moved the 427 wedge out of the big car and into the
Fairlane and Comet for 1966 and where it would race from then until replaced with
the 385 Series 429.
Comparison:
We all know the myriad of street and drag race combos that the Hemi spawned,
but what happened to the SOHC? Well, its cost forced into the hands of professional
drag racers in both AA/Fuel and Funny Cars, where it held its own, but it would never
see street action. That said, it’s even more important to compare the two – so here we
go. Let’s start by saying that the major magazines of the time researched the issue so
we will be calling on them for reference.

Ford's hemi head from the valve side.
Exhausts were sodium-filled

Chrysler head isn't much different.

Block:
Since both were primarily designed for superspeedways, the blocks are study pieces.
Learning from Ford, Chrysler also cross-bolted the mains – easily done, since like
Ford, the Mopar block was a deep skirt design. Due to the nature of where a Ford FE
Series oils from, it is a “side oiler”, in that a special oil passage runs down the side of
the block to feed the mains – directly from the oil pump.
On paper, the block specifications are almost identical with bore and stroke within a
hundredth of an inch of each other. Chrysler and Ford both ran a sturdy forged
crankshaft. Both ran heavy duty forged rods mated to lightweight pistons, both have
main bearings sizes and widths that are almost a mirror.

The top side of the Ford head is
simplicity itself.

And both blocks were proven to have survive the stresses of racing in wedge
configuration, which they went on to do so in this new design. Ford actually used
a pushrod 427 block with only an additional oil drain back at the rear, whereas
Chrysler's Hemi was a distinctly different casting.
Heads:
As far as the combustion chamber size and design, both, once again mirrored each
other: with the same size intake valve - with the Chrysler exhaust only 0.04” larger.
Ports were huge on both and could flow sufficient air to make gobs of HP. BUT the
Ford engineers went a step further, scrapping a pushrod configuration for overhead
cams. Their reasons were twofold: first, more available rpms and second, less
Chrysler's head is a bit more complex.
opportunity for failure due to fewer reciprocating components. Ford engineers were
also unhappy with the potential angle of attack on the exhaust-side rockers if pushrods were used in the Ford
block.
This was later proven in that the SOHC ford had about 1,000 extra rpm available and also was able to produce
more horsepower because of that. Whether that would have made a difference in actual competition will never be
known. In available testing, the Ford engine made more HP in dual quad setup and was slightly better in single
4-barrel trim.
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But the Chrysler was far more race tested and was optimized at the point when
it would have faced the Ford, which at the time was relatively untested. In 1964-65
the Ford’s extra rpms were yet to be utilized with existing intake manifolds;
essentially wedge type merely modified to match up to the heads. We do know that
in later drag race configurations, SOHC made about 100 HP more in
unsupercharged configurations – confirmed by the Ramchargers.
But to look at the heads from the piston side, the chamber seemed identical - they
even had the same spark plug location. Both initially were cast iron, but later
Chrysler Hemi heads were aluminum in race configuration. Ford used sodium-filled
exhaust valves. Chrysler's ports were square, Ford's were round.
Conclusion:
The sad story is that Ford never really considered the engine for street use, and
were hand-built, so acquisition costs were very high. It is said that even at the
purchase price of a SOHC Ford, the company lost $1-2,000 per engine. Were it not
for match racing and funny car competition, the SOHC would have quickly faded into
obscurity, but in those venues it could hold its own and thus stayed in competition for
many years.
But if we have to pick a winner, we have to say that the Hemi gets the trophy,
because it was made available to you and me – and powered a host of muscle
cars for over 7 years. More significant is that you can still buy a brand new Series II
Hemi from Chrysler! That alone speaks to its success.
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In 1964 the drag engine received a cross
ram intake and the NASCAR engine did
not - that was later changed - evening up
some of the HP losses to the SOHC.
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INDIVIDUAL CLUB NEWS
Clubs are invited and encouraged to submit news items concerning your club, to the Editor.

CLUB MONTHLY ACTIVITIES
All listings herein are only as accurate as the information provided.

The Third Friday Of Every Month: ‘FRIDAY NIGHT THUNDER’: Cruise-In - downtown Inverness at
Courthouse Sq. 5-8 PM - Hosted by the City Of Inverness & Citrus MOPARS - Music, 50/50 drawing, Valve
Cover Car racing. All vintage/contemporary makes and models welcome.
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FUTURE MEMBER CLUB & ASSOCIATION EVENTS:
All listings herein are only as accurate as the information provided.

30TH ANNUAL SHOW
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2019

JUDGED

ONE DAY SHOW (RAIN OR SHINE)

WILSON COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS / 945 E. BADDOUR PKWY / LEBANON, TENNESSEE 37087
Show Car Entry Fee still only $20.00
Classes, Vendor & Car Corral information and Registration Form {plus More} information on Back
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8TH ANNUAL FRIDAY CRUISE-IN
“KRUZIN’AT THE CRUISE-IN”
BEGINS AT 4:00 PM ON SEPTEMBER 27
Open to All Makes and Models
FREE FOOD ON SITE, while it lasts
CRUISE TO “SNOW WHITE DRIVE-IN”

FRIDAY – SEPTEMBER 27, 2018 – 8AM TO 4PM:

TASTE OF TENNESSEE

ON THE GENERAL JACKSON SHOWBOAT

• TRACK 1: STOP AT OPRY MILLS MALL
• TRACK 2: CRUISE, MEAL AND SHOW

Host Hotels: {*Ask for Mopar Show Rate}

REGISTRATION FEE - $200 PER COUPLE*

*INCLUDES: TOURS LISTED ABOVE, BUS TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM
AND ONE SHOW ENTRY

~ TOUR REGISTRATION MUST BE COMPLETED BY SEPTEMBER 1

REGISTRATION UNTIL NOON: JUDGING BEGINS @ 9:00 AM - AWARDS @ 4:00 PM

829 South Cumberland St.
Lebanon, TN 37087
615-444-1001

$62.00 + Tax

822 South Cumberland St.
Lebanon, TN 37087
615-449-5781

$75.00 + Tax
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RAAAFFFFFFLLLEEESSS {Do Not Have to be Present to win Raffles}
BE SURE TO CHECK THE CLUB’S WEBSITE FOR “UP-TO-DATE” DETAILS: www.musiccitymoparclub..com

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS:
stephensperformance.com
256-247-1332

trinityairambulance.com
954-771-7911

Jack Jarvis, Club Contact
jackj@freelandcdjr.com

1-800-406-8948
tennesseespeedsport.com

Cell: 615-753-1900
Direct: 615-866-3195

5800 Crossings Blvd / Antioch, TN 37013
Custom Automotive

Jason Anderson ~ 615-971-5715

1-800-251-3548

hunterscustom.com
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DALE QUALLS 615-446-8939)
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FLORIDA MOPAR ASSOCIATION
BRAT PACK
Steve Tipper
Tampa, FL
813-948-9151

FIRST COAST AMC
Steve Berg
Jacksonville, FL
904 - 891-3730

FLORIDA MOPAR CONNECTION
Mark Leslie
Hollywood,FL
954-937-3041

MOPAR MUSCLE of NORTH FLORIDA
Richard Stockrahm
Lake City
352-457-3307

CITRUS MOPARS CAR CLUB, INC.
Ken McNally
Hernando, FL
352-341-1165

TAMPA BAY AMC
David Goodwin
Tampa, FL
813-453-8731

MOPARS OF OCALA
Butch Arnold
Ocala, FL
352-427-8382

FLORIDARTS N’ MOPARS
Cherokee O’Larke
Hudson, FL
727-710-0047

FLORIDA MOPARS, INC
Ron Malone
Youngstown
850-866-8964

MOPARS OF BREVARD
Ray Moyer
Melbourne, FL
321-266-5026
321-951-0301
SOUTHWEST MOPAR CLUB
Jim Harrower
Punta Gorda, FL
941-661-0428

SOUTHEAST MOPAR ASSOCIATION
MUSIC CITY MOPAR CLUB
Donny Lippard
Nashville, TN
614-286-2648

NORTH GEORGIA MOPAR CLUB, INC.
Dan Clark
Tucker, GA
404-375-1789

TENNESSEE VALLEY MOPAR CLUB
Doug Eagan
Huntsville, AL
256-656-1237

BRAT PACK
Steve Tipper
Tampa, FL
813-948-9151

BIG EASY MOPAR ASSOCIATION
Paul Reynolds III
504-415-5731

MORE CLUB CONTACT INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT WWW.FLORIDAMOPARASSOCIATION.COM
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